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Notes on Using the Bibliography

This bibliography is comprehensive but not exhaustive. A general internet database search for professional literature on the topic indicates that there may be as many as several thousand professional documents. It is incumbent on the user to verify the references given and conduct additional research on their particular topic within the general field. Neither the compiler nor the ProQOL make any claim as to the accuracy or completeness of the bibliography.

Inclusion Criteria

Terms included in Alphabetical Order: compassion fatigue, compassion satisfaction, secondary traumatic stress, vicarious trauma, vicarious traumatization and ProQOL.

Criteria for inclusion in the bibliography: the document must contain as (1) a keyword and/or (2) was verified as occurring within the text of the document at least one of the included terms.

Documents were evaluated based on (1) frequency of appearance in databases; (2) quality of databases reporting the document; (3) document title, (4) the author or authors; (5) for dissertations and theses, the University; and (7) when available, the abstract.

Most of the documents included are peer-reviewed or are dissertations and theses. Some organizational papers and articles were included if they were significant to the field, were the only identified location of research results or were associated with large organizations like the American Bar Association.

Exclusion Criteria

The following terms were excluded within the criteria given.

Compassion Fatigue as it related to charity giving unless it occurred in the presence of one of the included terms.

The Patient Reported Outcomes Quality of Life measure, also known as the ProQOL was excluded unless it occurred in the presence of one of the included terms.
Burnout unless it occurred in the presence of one of the included terms.

Countertransference, which can apply equally to patients with or without trauma exposure was excluded unless it occurred in the presence of one of the included terms.

Search Locations

Medline, PsychInfo, PILOTS, Research Gate, ProQuest, Amazon.com, Google Scholar, Google.

Accuracy of Document Location and Reference Information

I have endeavored to provide consistent and sufficient information for locating documents. It should be noted that there are inconsistencies in reference documentation across databases and the bibliography reflects those inconsistencies. As appropriate, additional research beyond database information was conducted. Although reference locations may change, all of the information provided was verified at the time of publication in 16 January 2016.

Formatting

The formatting is generally in APA Style but due to the complexity of the document it is not truly APA style nor is it completely consistent. The ProQOL.org has no staff or regular volunteers and consistent formatting is beyond the capacity of the available help. A Comment on Names, References, Languages and Fonts

I know that all of us have had our names mangled at some point in the professional literature. I offer here my apologies if I have done that to yours because of not knowing which names you use for your given, middle and family or not understanding your language or alphabet.

As one who has had my name confused for my whole professional career I am very sensitive to being identified incorrectly in the professional literature. Please know I did the best I could to ensure the accuracy of your name within my skills and knowledge.

To the greatest extent possible, the originating language of the reference is included. Because of the differences across computers and fonts, damage to the accuracy of the spelling, font, or order of information has likely occurred.

With some humor, I will take the privilege of a retired scholar and make this editorial comment. My family name is Stamm (not Hudnall-Stamm), my middle name is Hudnall and my given name is Beth (not Elizabeth). I am a woman. I began my career using a gender-neutral version of my name (B. Hudnall Stamm) because it was harder to be published as women than as men.
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